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Crowdsourcing has emerged as an effective method of scaling-up tasks previously reserved for a small set of experts. Accordingly, researchers in the large-scale online learning space have begun to employ crowdworkers to conduct research about large-scale, open online learning. We here report results from a crowdsourcing study (N = 135) to evaluate the extent to which crowdworkers and MOOC learners behave comparably on lecture viewing and quiz tasks—the most utilized learning activities in MOOCs. This serves to (i) validate the assumption of previous research that crowdworkers are indeed reliable proxies of online learners and (ii) address the potential of employing crowdworkers as a means of online learning environment testing. Overall, we observe mixed results—in certain contexts (quiz performance and video watching behavior) crowdworkers appear to behave comparably to MOOC learners, and in other situations (interactions with in-video quizzes), their behaviors appear to be disparate. We conclude that future research should be cautious if employing crowdworkers to carry out learning tasks, as the two populations do not behave comparably on all learning-related activities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have opened the door to an entirely new discipline of large-scale learning analytics, or the study of learning behavior through the analysis of digital traces left by learners in large-scale online learning environments.

Creating a MOOC, however, is time and resource intensive—from the instructional design of the course to the production and recording of the lecture videos to the development of the course in the online platform, it is a substantial investment. It is also high-stakes due to its openness and scale—the entire internet-connected world has access. To address these factors we explore the extent to which online learning researchers and practitioners can employ crowdworkers to conduct learning analytics research and testing of online learning environments, namely MOOCs. Recent research in other disciplines such as psychology, information retrieval, and medicine has
done similar work and successfully leveraged crowdworking platforms (such as Crowdflower or Amazon MTurk) to streamline and optimize a wide variety of tasks, ranging from data labeling to user testing at scale [1, 2, 6, 17, 32]. Crowdworkers are a formidable population to which such testing may be delegated due to their massive scale in contrast to the scarcity of domain experts in a given task. Some have already seen its potential and begun to employ crowdsourcing platforms as a way to conduct large-scale online learning research—operating under the implicit assumption that the two populations (MOOC learners and crowdworkers) behave comparably. We here explore the extent to which the behavior of crowdworkers does indeed approximate that of MOOC learners and thus investigate the validity of this assumption because, before now, this has not been evaluated.

We operate under the hypothesis that crowdworkers could potentially aid in two key aspects of online learning: (i) researchers can conduct learning analytics experiments in low-stakes environments with reliable transfer/generalization to an actual learner population and (ii) universities or practitioners can test their educational resources in a low-stakes environment before rolling it out widely. For example, learning experiences and resources are often thoughtfully designed through an iterative process meant to shepherd the learner through a carefully designed pathway towards the formation of some new knowledge. However, research has shown that online learners do not always follow these prescribed learning paths and can sometimes undertake unpredictable trajectories through learning processes [10, 16, 27, 35, 47]. Crowdsourcing can here take some of the uncertainty out of this process and identify any undesirable behaviors or trends to be ameliorated in the iterative design process. While the latter aspect (testing educational resources) is more novel and unexplored, the former (conducting research) has been a growing trend in the learning analytics research literature [13, 25, 33]. This study will explore the extent to which findings from experiments run using crowdworkers transfer to real online learners by replicating the methods and analyses used in a selection of published works.

While not commonly reported on in the peer-reviewed research literature, the testing of courses before official launch is currently widely practiced using a variety of methods. For example, Coursera reportedly has an assemblage of 2,500 volunteers who beta test courses before they are widely released 1. Duolingo makes the beta version of their course open to anyone who chooses to enroll—understanding that it is not the complete, final course and that they may experience technical issues 2. Another method frequently used is to have a small team of internal employees or students manually inspect the quality of each course before launch. These approaches all differ from leveraging the crowd in that testers are explicitly asked to evaluate a course’s technical function and content clarity, thus creating bias in the way they engage with the course. With crowdworkers, on the other hand, their experience through the course materials can be framed not as a testers, but as learners—with the objective of learning rather than testing—thus enabling more accurate analyses of learning behavior in the course environment.

To address this topic, we replicate a range of learning analytics experiments centered around video-based learning carried out in live MOOCs and assess how well the behavior patterns observed in those experiments can be observed in a crowwork context. We focus specifically on video-based learning contexts, as this is the primary teaching mechanism in contemporary MOOCs. We arrive at the following guiding Research Question:

**RQ** To what extent can the behavior of crowdworkers serve as a reliable proxy to that of MOOC learners?

To evaluate this question we conduct comparisons between the behavior of MOOC learners and crowdworkers in similar contexts across key online learning engagement measures. We evaluate

---

1 https://bit.ly/2kR0I5P
our research question based on three types of learning activities: standard video lectures, in-video quizzes, and post-video quizzes. Based on our exploration of these, we make the following contributions:

- The comparability of behavior between MOOC learners and crowdworkers is dependent on the type of learning activity being evaluated
- MOOC learners and crowdworkers engage comparably with traditional lecture videos.
- Crowdworkers and MOOC learners do not engage similarly with in-video quizzes.
- Crowdworkers perform comparably to MOOC learners on post-lecture knowledge assessment activities.

Furthermore, we contribute a set of design principles specifically for learning-based crowdsourcing tasks to elicit comparable behavior between crowdworkers and MOOC learners (in terms of quiz performance and video watching behavior). We emphasize that the findings and design principles presented below are derived from a specific context (learning-based video engagement and behavior), and that future research should critically evaluate the extent to which these findings transfer to other contexts beyond the one explored here. We also offer an open-source software (VidQuiz) tool for practitioners and researchers to use for in-video quiz activities.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section we first describe similar work from other fields that has shown the potential of crowdworkers to perform certain tasks as reliably as experts and domain-specific users. We then outline a set of studies which have employed crowdworkers in a learning context to gain insights about online learning.

2.1 Crowdsourcing
Defined as “the act of taking a job traditionally performed by a designated agent and outsourcing it to an undefined, generally large group of people...” [22] crowdsourcing harnesses the power of the (massive and online) crowd in order to complete a variety of tasks at an unprecedented speed and magnitude.

Crowdsourcing first emerged as an alternative to traditional lab experiments in the social sciences around 2010 [5]. A group of early adopters found that they were able to both validate and extend their findings from a small lab setting to the massive scale of the crowd [31]. Since then, researchers have been leveraging crowdwork platforms as a recruitment tool to conduct research at a rapid pace and relatively low cost.

Researchers from a wide variety of fields have begun to explore the possibilities afforded by crowdsourcing to expedite their data collection and evaluation [15]. Such experiments have found crowdworkers to be suitable for tasks of varying complexity as well—from simple survey tasks to complex labeling tasks previously carried out by experts [6]. Other research, such as that outlined in [12], explores methods for training crowdworkers to complete more complex tasks than they otherwise could using learning science principles and theory.

[1] conducted a study evaluating the reliability of crowdworkers to complete relevance assessment tasks. In this experiment, the authors measured the agreement between crowdworkers and expert assessors in determining the relevance of a given document to a given topic. Coming from the information retrieval discipline, this information is used to compute effectiveness metrics in order to train document ranking algorithms. The results show that “[c]rowdworkers not only are accurate in assessing relevance but in some cases were as precise as the original expert assessors, if not more” [1]. A number of other experiments [2, 17, 23, 26] have been successfully carried out with similar results.
In another context, [6] conducted a study which compared the reliability of health record annotations created by crowdworkers to those created by experts. Results indicate that annotations (in this case on radiology records) made by crowdworkers are just as reliable and accurate as those made by experts.

Similar to the studies described above, [42] employed crowdworkers to conduct content analyses on textual data for use in psychological research. In this study, not only did the authors compare the crowdworker reliability to experts, they also compared it to previously published results and automated machine labeling. Results show that crowdworkers were equally reliable as both experts and published results and outperformed the computer software.

These studies discussed above are all outcome-centered—they have a task performed by experts (usually labeling) and then explore how to get the same labels from crowdworkers. In the present research, however, we place learners in the “expert” equivalent role and consider more behavioral/engagement metrics because learning is an abstract and longitudinal process, especially compared to the micro, concrete nature of traditional crowdwork tasks.

2.2 Crowdsourcing in Learning Research

Researchers in the online learning field have recently begun to apply crowdsourcing to learning topics [11]. [14] theorizes about the employment of crowdworkers as learners by considering “...a crowdworker as a learner in an atypical learning environment.” In this study the authors outline some of the individual differences between learners and crowdworkers: (i) since the tasks are short in nature, crowdworkers must learn “on the fly,” and (ii) crowdworkers face a very low chance of ever applying their lessons from a crowdsourcing task, which makes them less inclined to commit to learning.

Crowdworkers have been employed to evaluate the effect of: (i) various metacognitive prompting strategies for learners [13, 25, 33], (ii) different strategies for formative assessment & questioning [3, 50], (iii) learner feedback [34, 37, 49], (iv) cooperative learning environments or activities [7], (v) gamification and learning simulations [4, 9], and (vi) interactive multimedia learning activities [30, 43, 46]. Findings from each of these studies were meant to transfer/generalize to online learners but do not account for population differences, such as the fact that the participants were paid and online learners are not.

[8] conducted a study which combined learning and labeling in a crowdsourcing task with the dual purpose of measuring language learning and simulating experts in a task. The authors found that crowdworkers who were tasked with editing foreign-language video annotations were reliable at the editing task and also showed signs of language learning.

In the present study we explore the validity of the assumption underpinning these studies that results observed with crowdworkers are transferable to actual learning contexts.

3 METHOD

In this section we first describe the two main studies we replicate in the crowdsourcing context and then describe the procedure, materials, and measures employed.

3.1 Replicated Studies

In this study we replicate analyses primarily from two studies (Kovacs [29] & Kim et al. [24]) and supplement these results with comparisons to other results reported in the MOOC research canon on learner behavior. We selected these two primary studies for replication for three key reasons: (i) they are about MOOC learners’ engagement with videos, which serve as the principal means of instruction in most online learning environments [18, 24, 38–40, 45, 46], (ii) they present numerous quantitative, empirical results with enough methodological detail to inform and enable a
thorough replication, and (iii) they cover short-term behaviors (in contrast to longitudinal measures such as long-term knowledge retention), as crowdworkers cannot be expected to engage in such time-intensive tasks. From our search we found that fulfilling these criteria is very uncommon, and Kovacs [29] & Kim et al. [24] emerged as the most suitable candidates for replication.

3.1.1 In-Video Quizzes. In [29], the authors analyzed data from a MOOC containing 92 videos with in-video quizzes (ungraded quiz questions that are embedded in a video and appear as an overlay at certain points in the video; videos contained either one or two in-video quiz questions). They analyze learner engagement (measured using clickstream events of their interactions) with these in-video quizzes in great depth and uncover common trends that emerge over the four-month span of the course. The key findings are as follows: (i) there are peaks in in-video seeking activity surrounding in-video quizzes, (ii) learners most frequently seek backwards from in-video quizzes, and (iii) most learners answer in-video quiz questions correctly on their first attempt. The in-video quiz questions were ungraded and not required for learners to pass the course.

3.1.2 Interaction Peaks. In their study of 862 MOOC videos accounting for over 39 million interaction events (e.g., play, pause, and seek video), the authors in [24] identified student activity patterns that account for high concentrations of video engagement events (peaks) at distinct moments in videos indicating time-specific interest. The two video elements that most commonly cause peaks in learners’ video interactions are (i) starting a new topic in the form of a visual transition (e.g., from a slide/text to a talking head) and (ii) important non-visual explanations (e.g., explanations about key topics without visual support). They found that these patterns generalize not only across videos but even courses on varying topics as well.

We compare the findings of these studies to our own results from crowd workers led through a learning activity by directly comparing quantitative measures of behavior (through log traces) as well as qualitative comparisons of graphical representations of the data on a case-by-case basis.

3.2 Procedure & Materials

Participants were recruited using the CrowdFlower\(^3\) platform and provided a Token and a link to the VidQuiz web application (described in detail in Section 3.4). We elected to employ CrowdFlower as it has been found to attract a highly diverse workforce in terms of demographics through its partnerships with a wide variety of workforce providers [44]. This is an important characteristic for the present study, as we are chiefly concerned with MOOCs, which are open to and used by people from all over the world. Furthermore, CrowdFlower offers the ability to direct workers to custom, external environments and return with a token of completion. Crowdflower is also recognized for its robust, built-in quality control mechanisms [44]. Participants were instructed to read the task rules and directions before clicking the link and beginning the task. The only demographic requirement we imposed was that participants must be proficient in English. We did not place any geographic restrictions on participants in the experiment as there are no geographic restrictions on MOOC enrollment or participation. Participants represent 37 different nationalities (including the most common countries for MOOC learner demographics: United States, India, and China); the top three most represented countries in our study were Venezuela, Serbia, and Egypt.

The web pages in our VidQuiz web application appeared in the following order:

1. Task Introduction & Token Entry
2. Video 1 (topic: Solar Energy, duration: 7m40s)
   - Original MOOC lecture Video (for interaction peaks)
3. Quiz 1 (Solar Energy)

\(^3\)www.crowdflower.com
- Answer 4 multiple choice quiz questions about video 1
4. Video 2 (topic: Design Prototyping, duration: 6m30s)
   - Original MOOC lecture video with 2 multiple choice in-video quiz questions
5. Quiz 2 (Design Prototyping)
   - Answer 3 multiple choice quiz questions about video 2
6. Exit Token Assignment

The participants would then submit the exit token to CrowdFlower to receive their payment after taking a single-question post-task survey.

We selected these materials because they were designed to be accessible to all (no course prerequisites) and are the ideal/recommended length of MOOC lecture videos [18, 36]. The videos were selected for specific reasons; in the two studies being replicated here, results are from a large sample of videos which, when considered together, contain a highly diverse range of characteristics (such as visual transitions). The video selected for the interaction peak analysis was chosen because it contains (i) a key non-visual explanation, (ii) visual explanations accompanied by visual transitions, (iii) a clear, engaging speaker, and (iv) entry-level content accessible to those not taking the full course, thus making it well representative of the types of videos used widely in MOOCs. Due to the finding by [29] that the presence of in-video quizzes conflates the normal interaction peak patterns, we selected a lecture video for the in-video quiz portion & analyses without a slide-show-style presentation.

Navigating to the previous page of the web application was only possible during the two quizzes, where participants were welcomed to go back and search for the answer in the lecture video. All quiz questions and videos were sourced directly from existing MOOCs.

Although they were repeatedly reminded and encouraged to answer each question to the best of their ability, we did not require participants to answer questions correctly to advance. Even though many crowdworking tasks are chiefly concerned with response accuracy, that stipulation is not transferable to a learning context, as the purpose of a learning assessment is to evaluate each individual’s knowledge state regardless of its standing. In the present case, instead of using pre-task qualifications, we filter quality participants by requiring them to remain in the active browser tab and watch at least 90% of the video. Each crowdworker was only allowed to complete the task one time. Upon successful completion of the task, each participant was awarded $1 USD.

In order to ensure that workers exhibit reasonable effort to learn the material (instead of simply opening a new tab/window and searching the web for the answers to the quiz questions), we took the following measures to promote honest behavior for the task by (i) asking quiz questions that can be readily answered from the lecture video but at the same time are not common knowledge and (ii) telling participants that they may not leave the active window or change tabs to search the web for the answer—and that if we detect that they do indeed leave the tab more than a certain number of times (4)\(^4\), they will be disqualified from the experiment. We enforced this policy by using JavaScript to monitor whether or not the browser tab with the experiment was active or not. If a participant violated the active window rule, they were disqualified from the experiment and could not advance through the system. Of all crowdworkers to begin the task, 33% fully adhered to the rules and thus successfully completed the task.

3.3 Measures

The following events are all logged through the VidQuiz web application along with their respective time stamps and used in the ensuing analyses. These measures are all defined and operationalized in the same manner as those in the studies being replicated.

\(^4\)We did not restrict participants to never leaving the tab at all because that would have been too restrictive. By giving a budget of 4 tab exits, it gives participants reasonable flexibility and ensures reliable results.
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3.4 VidQuiz Overview

We developed VidQuiz (shown in Figure 1) specifically for the present experiment upon realizing the lack of freely-available in-video quizzing resources. In this section we provide a brief description of the system architecture followed by a design rationale for the web application’s user interface.

3.4.1 System Architecture. The VidQuiz web application follows a RESTful client-server architecture to store the logs of users’ behavior. For the exhaustive list of events that are logged and stored, refer back to Section 3.3. The system front end has two main functionalities: (i) track and persist learner activity data to the server and (ii) display the user interfaces. To enable real-time storage and retrieval of user activity data from the back-end, we implemented an HTTPS server in Node.js and persisted the tracked events to a MongoDB database.

3.4.2 User Interface Design. We developed the front-end interface for VidQuiz by combining a trio of open-source libraries and plugins. To display the lecture videos we utilized Video.js, an open-source JavaScript library for customizing HTML video players. To display the quiz questions we utilized Survey.js, an open-source JavaScript survey library. The technique for delivering in-video quiz questions required the combination of the Video.js player, Survey.js question interface, and a Video.js plugin named Videojs-markers to show users the locations of in-video quiz questions along the video player time line (yellow bars shown in Figure 1a).

4 FINDINGS

In this section we first present findings from a pilot study. We then present results from the main study, comparing MOOC learners and crowd workers in terms of general behavior, in-video quiz engagement patterns, video interaction peaks, and quiz scores.

4.1 Pilot Study Findings

We conducted a pilot study (N = 86) to (i) evaluate the technical function of the VidQuiz system and (ii) conduct preliminary analyses of participants’ behavior within the system by replicating analyses from [29] and [24] to better understand user behavior in the system.

5 Open-source available at https://github.com/dan7davis/In-Video-Quizzing
6 https://videojs.com/
7 https://surveyjs.io/
8 http://sampingchuang.com/videojs-markers

Consistent with [29], we observe a trend indicating that once users interact with the first in-video quiz question, they begin to understand the system more and are more inclined to seek ahead to the second one. To help accelerate this learning curve, in the main study we inserted a “Guide” page before the video lecture with in-video quizzes. This page gave brief instructions on what to expect and how to interact with the in-video quiz interface.

To address the crowdworkers’ poor performance on quizzes in the pilot study (31% correct overall), we speculated that learners expected an opportunity for a second attempt at the question should they answer incorrectly. We therefore provided reminders to participants that they are only allowed one attempt per question. In the same vein, we also suspected that the poor performance on the quiz questions was a result of participants not realizing that once an in-video quiz question appears, they can close it, seek back in the video, find the answer, and return to the question to answer it. Likewise for post-video quizzes—users can leave the quiz page and go back to the video to search for the answer. To address this we added more cues reminding participants of this affordance and also added a point about this on the Guide page mentioned above.

4.2 Crowdworker Behavior in VidQuiz

For the main study (N = 409), before analyzing the participants’ behavior in comparison to MOOC learners according to Kovacs [29] and Kim et al. [24], we first explored our research question through some general behavior metrics to get a sense of how crowdworkers engaged with the experiment as a whole and if these behaviors align with results reported in the MOOC research literature.

Figure 2a shows the total time on task (measured from the moment they open the first page of the task to the moment they unlock their token of completion) of those who completed the task (completers, N = 135) and those who did not (non-completers, N = 274). We find that the median time spent for completers is 21 minutes and that of non-completers is 11 minutes—that is to say they typically spent 11 minutes on the task before either dropping out on their own accord or having the system cut them off for violating the task rules.

This path of attrition is broken down in Figure 2b, where we show the total number of times each page in the system/task was loaded by both completers and non-completers. We observe a steep decline for non-completers during/after the first video lecture (Solar Energy), presumably because these participants realized that they were not able to skip past the video and actually had to watch...
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it in its entirety; this acted as a deterrent to crowdworkers who were not willing to commit to such a task. We observe another steep decline during/after the second video lecture (Prototyping), and some participants even drop out at Quiz-B, just one click away from task completion. This is equivalent to the established slope of attrition by MOOC learners replicated and confirmed across a number of previous studies [21, 28]—albeit on a timescale of weeks, whereas the crowdworkers’ attrition happens in a matter of minutes.

Fig. 2. Aggregated overview of participant behavior during the task

One concern going into the main study was the question of whether or not crowdworkers would find shortcuts that allow them to unlock the token of completion without thoughtfully engaging in each activity. Based on Figures 2a and 2c, we see that this was not the case—as shown in Figure 2a, those who completed the experiment spent a median total time of 21 minutes on the task, and 87% of them self-reported that they watched the lecture videos attentively in a required post-task survey question (cf Figure 2c), thus indicating that tasks can be structured in a way that elicits users’ undivided attention.

Just as prior work has found that certificate-earning MOOC learners undertake a far more linear path than those who do not go on to finish the course [10], we likewise observe that those who complete the task navigate the VidQuiz system in a more linear fashion than non-completers; we measure this by the average number of page loads per participant, as more page loads indicates more deviation (so a value of 1.0 would indicate a participant only opened each page one time and always navigated to the following one, never tracking back): 1.3 vs. 4.5 respectively (the difference is statistically significant as determined by a one-way ANOVA $F = 65.7, p < 0.0001$).

4.3 In-Video Quizzes

In our replication of the study by Kovacs [29] about MOOC learners’ engagement with in-video quizzes, we evaluated our research question by reporting quantitative comparisons between our study and the original and then presenting qualitative comparisons to the data visualizations provided by the authors.

Table 1 presents quantitative comparisons between MOOC learners and crowdworkers while engaging with in-video quiz videos across eight key measures. When comparing the two populations one important difference is that responding to in-video quizzes in VidQuiz is required to complete the task, whereas in-video quiz questions in the context of Kim et al. [24] were optional.

Highlighting some of the discrepancies from Table 1, we consider the sizable difference in performance on the in-video quiz questions (answering correctly), with learners in Kovacs [29]...
faring 18 percentage points better than crowdworkers. The largest discrepancy in Table 1 comes in the way the two populations engage after in-video quizzes. When faced with an in-video quiz, MOOC learners’ in Kovacs [29] are 55x more likely to perform a backwards seek and 4.1x more likely to perform forward seek than they are at any other point in the video. This trend is reversed for crowdworkers, who are far more likely to seek forward than backwards after being presented with an in-video quiz. This trend is sensible given the difference in performance between the two groups—MOOC learners learn the strategy (over the span of 90+ videos in the course) of seeking backwards to find the correct answer to the question from the video (and thus answer correctly 76% of the time) whereas crowdworkers either choose not to adopt this strategy or do not consider it and make a less-informed attempt at answering the question.

Table 1. IVQ (In-Video Quiz): Quantitative comparisons between the crowdworkers observed in the current study versus MOOC learners described by Kovacs [29]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOOC Learners [29]</th>
<th>Crowdworkers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start Video → Finish Video</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Video → Answer IVQ (Completers)</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start Video → Answer IVQ (Non-completers)</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer IVQ Correctly</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Length of Seek Event</td>
<td>31s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of Chains Skipping Ahead</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward Seek Rate from IVQ</td>
<td>55x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward Seek Rate from IVQ</td>
<td>4.1x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the seek event patterns of crowdworkers from the current study and MOOC learners from Kovacs [29]. Figure 3a indicates that non-completers are more prone to seeking directly to the end of the video as well as in-video quizzes. This is in stark contrast to the behavior of completers, who advance through the video in a linear fashion. This behavior indicates that non-completers tried to game the system and advance through to the next page without actually watching the video (and, consequently, went on to exit the experiment).

From Figure 3 we see that the most similar characteristic between the two populations is the concentration of events around in-video quizzes. We also see evidence that, even though crowdworkers rarely seek backwards, when they do so it is usually from a quiz. The most prominent difference between the two graphs in Figure 3 is the linear fashion through which crowdworkers log seek events; compare this to the more stepped pattern of MOOC learners. These qualitative comparisons between visualizations are primarily limited by the sample size represented in each. There are data from 61,453 learners represented in the [29] study, accounting for over 6.4 million seek events distributed across 92 videos. The present study includes 409 participants in total who account for 1,686 seek events distributed across 2 videos.

Overall, although there are a number of similarities such as the average length of seek events and high concentration of seek events around in-video quizzes, we find that the two populations are not similar across enough behavioral metrics to be considered comparable.

4.4 Interaction Peaks
We next explored the similarity between MOOC learners and crowd workers with respect to video interaction peaks. In [24] the authors found that 61% of identified peaks are associated with a visual transition in the lecture video. As illustrated in Figure 4a, in our replication we observe evidence
to support this finding: two of the three key visual transitions (labels B and C, where the video switches from the lecturer to a graphic/slide and back) in the video lecture led to interaction peaks shortly after the transition occurs.

The vertical yellow bar in Figure 4a (label A) at 30s shows where the answer to a post-video quiz question was said (not shown) by the speaker. The highlighted regions B and C each contain the (visual) answer to quiz questions. For those two, we note that interaction peaks occur shortly after the visual appears, and for the final transition (highlighted region D), we see distinct interaction peaks at the beginning and end of the visual—all consistent with findings from Kim et al. [24]. In this graph we employed the same “bin, summarise, and smooth” plotting method outlined in [24] and adopted from [48].

The authors in [24] found that the mean peak height was 7.7% (std=10.4) of the maximum (caused by videos playing automatically upon page load). Among those to have completed the study, we found the maximum interaction peak to have a density of 0.026 (y-axis in Figure 4), and we found the three highlighted interaction peaks to have a respective density of 0.0028 (10.8% of the maximum), 0.0023 (8.8%), and 0.0015 (5.8%)—each falling in the expected range of values compared to [24]. [24] also found that, on average, there were 3.7 peaks per video in their dataset; we likewise observed 4 peaks in ours for this lecture video.

The authors in [24] found that the median peak width for all video types was 9 seconds. In line with their finding that lecture video types have a more continuous flow and lead to wider, less sharp interaction peaks (compared to tutorial videos, for instance), we found that the peaks in highlighted regions B, C, and D in Figure 4a have a width of 25 seconds, 20 seconds, and 15 seconds respectively.

[24] also reports that a key cause of interaction peaks (accounting for 39% of the total) is non-visual explanations (verbal instructions with semantic importance). As shown in Figure 4a, an example of this occurs at the 30 second mark in the video. It is at this moment when the lecturer verbalizes the definition of energy—which appeared on the post-video quiz—without any visual support (the answers to the other quiz questions also had visual/textual support). Even though this peak is not as prominent as those in the highlighted regions with visual transitions (which is consistent with the finding that “peaks were taller and larger in size when they had visual transitions nearby” [24]), this small peak does indeed indicate that learners express a time-specific interest in this section of the video to answer the quiz question.
Overall, we observe comparable trends between the behavior of crowdworkers in the present study and MOOC learners reported by [24]. This indicates that, in a highly controlled and designed experimental environment, crowdworkers will exhibit similar behavior to MOOC learners in the way they interact with lecture videos.

4.5 Crowdworker Quiz Scores

To explore the third aspect of our research question, we next compared MOOC learners vs. crowdworkers in terms of their performance on standard post-lecture quizzes.

Just like the in-video quiz questions, these questions were taken from a MOOC and could readily be answered by only using content from the video lecture. On the first quiz (about solar energy), crowdworkers who completed the task answered 61% of questions correctly. And for the second quiz (about design prototyping): 56% correct.

We found that participants who completed the study spent an average of 2.5 minutes on the quizzes. Considering that the quizzes only consisted of three or four multiple choice questions, we consider 2.5 minutes adequate time to give the necessary amount of thought to solving the questions.

To compare the crowdworkers quiz scores to a baseline standard of MOOC learner quiz scores, we reference the results reported in [28]. The authors found that MOOC learners scored an average of 63% on quizzes and 57% on a final exam. This rate is also consistent to the results reported in [19] where MOOC learners earned an average score of 65% on the course final exam. Compared to the average scores of crowdworkers that we report above (61%), we find the two populations to be highly similar in this regard.

5 DISCUSSION

Whereas motivation and self-regulation have emerged as the most important factors leading to successful MOOC learning outcomes [27], a willingness to follow rules and pay attention to the task are the decisive factors leading to the successful completion of a video-based learning crowdwork task.
In designing the study and task environment, the main challenge to consider was accounting for the vastly different motivation profiles of MOOC learners vs. crowdworkers. MOOC learners do not earn any money by completing a course, but they do earn a certificate of accomplishment as well as any knowledge gained from the experience. Crowdworkers, on the other hand, are solely concerned with earning money and have no concern for learning or career advancement. However, MOOC learners are unlike traditional university students who have paid considerable money and made a serious commitment to a degree program. It is not uncommon for a MOOC learner to enroll in a course, watch one or two video lectures, and then never return. If that learner gained what he or she was hoping to gain from those videos—even though they would have left the course with a grade of zero—then that is seen as a success. What this means in the crowdsourcing context is that the task must be designed in a way to allow for such whimsical behavior—where participants are free to act on their own accord, but if they do not follow the rules clearly outlined (with frequent reminders) for the task, then they will not be eligible for the payout.

From the present study we therefore offer the following principles for designing video-based learning tasks for crowdworkers: (i) limit behavior measurements to short-term outcomes (as opposed to longitudinal measures), (ii) select educational resources (such as readings or lecture videos) that do not require and pre-requisite knowledge, (iii) only use assessment questions that can be answered from the provided resources, (iv) provide frequent reminders of the task rules and platform affordances, and (v) restrict participants’ tab browsing activity to keep them focused on the task while still allowing some flexibility.

We also note an important consideration for future research in this area: confirmatory null hypothesis testing is not designed to make claims of similarity between two samples. Rather, such statistical tests are solely intended to conclude significant differences. We emphasize this consideration going forward, as future research should be framed in a way to either conclude that the two populations (MOOC learners and crowdworkers) behave differently, or that no significant difference could be observed. An alternative solution is the application of equivalence tests, which evaluate whether confidence intervals fall within a set of defined equivalence bounds [20]. These could also serve to curtail misinterpretations of p-values from null hypothesis tests—as values far greater than the alpha do not indicate a greater degree of insignificance than those closer to (and still greater than) it. In the present study, we did not use such testing to compare the two populations, as insufficient data was provided in the replicated works.

In conclusion, we here report on a study which employs crowd workers to evaluate the extent to which they can serve as reliable proxies for MOOC learners for the purposes of both learning analytics research and testing. Specifically, we find that (i) the crowd workers behave comparably to MOOC learners in their engagement with standard lecture videos, (ii) the two populations do not engage similarly with in-video quiz question materials, and (iii) the two populations perform comparably on assessment/quiz activities. We also contribute VidQuiz, the open-source in-video quizzing software created to carry out the experiment.

With two of the three video-based learning activity/behavior types leading to comparable results between MOOC learners and crowdworkers, we emphasize that the current results are not absolute in terms of the generalizability between the two populations. Learning environments are complex ecosystems with myriad factors at play, and careful consideration must be taken with regard to the expected transfer/generalizability of the results observed in the present study to other contexts. Accordingly, future research should not indiscriminately follow the guidelines offered here. Rather, due to the prominence of heterogeneous treatment effects in the learning sciences (how certain interventions or strategies affect certain types of learners differently), one must carefully consider the context in which the learning is taking place and being evaluated, as this often has a substantial effect on behavior and measured outcomes [41]. Even in adaptive/personalized learning...
environments or platforms, claims and estimations of what a given learner needs at a given moment are limited to that context, and the same models could not be readily transferred to a new course, topic, or platform without thorough critical evaluation. As evidenced by the present study, not all types of learning activities translate to the crowdwork context equally, so more research must be done in working towards a complete understanding of which learning activities can be reliably delegated to the crowd for testing and research. In doing so, researchers can continue to find ways to leverage the crowd to explore new approaches to innovating online learning environments and teaching at scale.
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